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CONCEPTUALIZATION OF SOCIAL SECURITY 

IN THE CONTEXT OF SOCIOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE

The author proposes a systematization of the results of the review of publications on 
security issues in the social sciences and humanities, which allowed several major areas of 
research. The paper also deals with construction of a model of social security as an indicator 
of generalized social homeostasis, created as a result of balancing the functions of basic 
social institutions. It’s proposed to apply a structural functionalism and neofunctionalism 
as dominant methodology for interpretation of social security as a social institution 
homeostasis’ control and social sustainability of the social environment while maintaining 
constancy intrasystem parameters. There was determined inequivalence of different types 
of social security in providing social homeostasis by their correlation with the four types of 
social subsystems (institutions): semantic, reproductive, regulatory and transmission also.

The paper argued that the leading role in ensuring social homeostasis play a meaning- 
(religious, ideological, cultural) subsystems, corresponding to the value stabilization of 
society. At the same time, the article emphasizes that meanings and values produced 
by these institutions’ subjects (actors) initially embedded through socialization and 
communication (transmission) subsystems and are subject to secondary fixation at the 
level of social action through regulatory social institutions (politics, law). The final element 
of social security is to ensure the homeostasis of the lowest level of social order (institutes 
of economics and the family).

Author justified the position on the understanding of the social security system as 
independent institution one within the framework of the two models of the social world: 
systematic and stochastic. It is indicated that the system map of the social world meets 
modernist paradigm of sociological theorizing, which is characteristic for the consideration 
of social security as a factor of change that promotes social cohesion, rather than its decay. 
Whereas stochastic map of the social world corresponds to a postmodern paradigm, main 
characteristic feature of which is looking at and perception of social security as part of 
polycentric social reality.

Keywords: security, social security, social danger, functional, neo-functional paradigm.

У статті системаизовано результати огляду публікацій з проблем безпеки 
у соціогуманітарних науках, зокрема в соціології. Виокремлено основні напрямки 
відповідних досліджень, запропоновано модель соціальної безпеки як синтетичного 
індикатора соціального гомеостаза, урівнювання функцій базових соціальних інсти-
тутів. У контексті побудови цієї моделі автором застосовані методології структурного 
функціоналізму та методологія неофункціоналізму, що дозволило інтерпретувати со-
ціальну безпеку як соціальний інститут контролю соціального гомеостазу та забезпе-
чення стабільності соціального середовища за умов збереження стабільності інтра-
системних параметрів cоціуму. Підкреслено нерівнозначність різних типів соціальної 
безпеки в забезпеченні соціального гомеостазу в контексті їхнього співвіднесення 
з чотирма типами соціальних підсистем (інститутів): смислоутворюючих, репродук-
тивних, регуляторних та трансмісійних.

Визначено провідну роль у забезпеченні соціального гомеостазу смислоутворю-
ючих (релігійна, ідеологічна, культурна) підсистем, що сприяють ціннісній стабілізації 
суспільства. Підкреслено, що створені цими підсистемами (інститутами) смисли та 
цінності первісно впроваджуються завдяки соціалізаційним та комунікаційним (транс-
місійним) підсистемам та підлягають вторинному закріпленню на рівні соціальної дії 
за допомогою регуляторних соціальних інститутів (політика, право). 

Зроблений висновок про те, що аналіз соціальної безпеки як самостійного суб-
системного інституту може здійснюватися у рамках двох моделей (мап) соціального 
світу: системної та стохастичної. Підкреслено, що системній мапі соціального світу 
відповідає модерністська парадигма соціологічного теоретизування та розгляд соці-
альної безпеки як чинника змін, що сприяє забезпеченню соціальної цілісності, а не її 
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The problem of social security has always been 
and continue to be in the focus of different areas 
of social knowledge. Numerous scientists includ-
ing the historians, philosophers, political scien-
tists, environmental scientists, economists, legal 
scholars, sociologists etc. turn to its analysis and 
reflection. For sociology various aspects of social 
security (such as intradisciplinary and interdis-
ciplinary) are of current interest. These aspects 
relate to the definition of the essence of social 
security, development and implementation of its 
maintenance’ policies and strategies.

Analysis of scientific literature enable to say 
that at the initial stage of security problems’ 
study different notions on the issues of social 
security existed. During the evolution of social 
science the understanding of the nature and es-
sence of social security constantly elaborated 
and corrected all along.

The maintaining of security in a human so-
ciety at all times has been imperative with se-
curity being a crucial social institution requir-
ing substantial working resources. There is no 
doubt that safe (security) societies have always 
been marked by some specific peculiarities of 
their harmony, stability, and synergy and intra-
system order. 

Increased relevance of studying the essence 
of the concept of «security» in the context of 

its ideological, philosophical and sociologi-
cal understanding is due to several factors. 
Amongst them complexity and inconsistency 
of nowadays processes of geopolitical and geo-
economic transformations, global problems of 
humankind, key socio-political and socio-eco-
nomic changes in many countries, other (new) 
challenges and threats to the stability of society 
(global or national).

A task of creating a complex theory of social 
security, from a sociological point of view, is 
the most difficult one; and lack of integrated 
sociological research makes it even more com-
plicated.

Background knowledge about the origin of 
social security can be seen in mythology, reli-
gion, philosophy, general in the history of sci-
ence. Thereby, methodology, sociological and 
socio-philosophical approaches to the analysis 
of social security is based on a number of scien-
tific works representing different periods of so-
cio-political research. Provisionally they can be 
divided into the following main groups: classi-
cal sociological and philosophical works; works 
on theory and methodology of security; political 
science and securitological research.

The first group is represented by classical phil-
osophical and sociological theories written by Ar-
istotle, Plato, Thucydides, and T.Aquinas, Bacon, 

розпаду. Що стосується стохастичної моделі, то їй відповідає постмодерністська па-
радигма і розгляд соціальної безпеки у поліцентричній соціальній реальності.

Ключові слова: безпека, соціальна безпека, соціальна небезпека, функціоналізм, 
неофункціоналізм.

В статье систематизированы результаты обзора публикаций по проблемам без-
опасности в социогуманитарных науках, в частности в социологии. Выделены основные 
направления соответствующих исследований, предложена модель социальной без-
опасности как синтетического индикатора социального гомеостаза, уравновешивания 
функций базовых социальных институтов. В контексте построения этой модели автором 
использованы методология структурного функционализма и методология неофунк-
ционализма, что позволило интерпретировать социальную безопасность как институт 
контроля социального гомеостаза и обеспечения устойчивости социальной среды при 
сохранении стабильности интрасистемных параметров cоциума. Подчеркнута неравно-
значность различных типов социальной безопасности в обеспечении социального гоме-
остаза в контексте их соотнесения с четырьмя типами социальных подсистем (институ-
тов): смыслообразующих, репродуктивных, регуляторных и трансмиссионных.

Отмечена ведущая роль в обеспечении социального гомеостаза смыслообразу-
ющих (религиозная, идеологическая, культурная) подсистем, способствующих цен-
ностной стабилизации общества и легитимности социального порядка. Подчеркнуто, 
что созданные этими подсистемами (институтами) смыслы и ценности первично вне-
дряются благодаря социализационным и коммуникационным (трансмиссионным) 
подсистемам и подлежат вторичному закреплению на уровне социального действия 
через регуляторные социальные институты (политика, право). 

Сделан вывод о том, что анализ социальной безопасности как самостоятельного 
субсистемного института может осуществляться в рамках двух моделей карт соци-
ального мира: системной и стохастической. Отмечено, что системной карте социаль-
ного мира соответствует модернистская парадигма социологического теоретизиро-
вания и рассмотрение социальной безопасности как фактора изменений, который 
способствует обеспечению социальной целостности, а не ее распаду. Что касается 
стохастической модели, то ей соответствует постмодернистская парадигма и рас-
смотрение социальной безопасности в полицентрической социальной реальности.

Ключевые слова: безопасность, социальная безопасность, социальная опас-
ность, функционализм, неофункционализм.
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Fourier, Grotius, Hegel, Hobbes, Kant, Locke, 
Machiavelli, Marx, Montesquieu, Saint-Simon, 
Spinoza. In these theories an analysis of genesis 
of social dangers, challenges and threats; difficul-
ties related to prevention of these threats to the 
state (state authority), threats to the society and 
individuals is provided. Authors analysed criteria 
of optimal (perfect) statehood against demands of 
freedom, equality and social justice.

The second group – the founders of positiv-
ism, structural functionalism and neo-func-
tionalism (Comte, Spencer, Durkheim, Sorokin, 
Luhmann). We can dwell on models of social 
integration and a balanced structure of soci-
ety; autopoiesis; harmony of social systems and 
independent social institutions; societal sta-
tus and hierarchy built institutional clusters. 
These key ideas are essential for the research, 
if we are to improve the concept of structural 
functionalism and neofunctionalism linked to 
the idea of social security as social homeostasis’ 
and homeostatic autopoiesis status’ controlling 
method, as opposed to hetero static autopoiesis 
of the frame of society with its hierarchy built 
non integrated institutional clusters.

Numerous studies and works which fill third 
group predominantly are focused on issues of 
national security in the context of activity of na-
tional security bodies, defence and law enforce-
ment agencies. Designate some of them: [1-19].

Our separate attention is drawn to school of 
critical analysis of security known as «Copenha-
gen School» or securitological research. Initially, 
the task of their research was to overcome a tra-
ditional (largely Realist and Neorealist) concept 
of security originating from narrow objectiveness 
of a positivist approach meaning a state centred 
concept of security being a significant part of 
military involvement. Since the 1980-1990s more 
political scientists, scholars in international rela-
tions, sociologists have contributed their scientif-
ic data to securitology. They focus on theories of a 
security model and key elements of social security 
[see, for instance, 20-30].

Despite a high level of generalization the 
outcome of this scientific research shows fea-
tures of a mosaic and fragmental approach. It 
mainly focuses on certain types of social secu-
rity such as economical, political, ecological, 
informational and military. The research lacks 
systematic approach to finding solutions of 
technological issues of ensuring social security, 
which in its turn creates a certain vague impres-
sion of the whole idea.1

1  In this context it is worth to note the human 
security discourse also. This a relatively new area of 
intellectual exploration, which is rather dynamic, and 
its thought-provocative potential to the social security 
analysis (mark at least concept «securitability» proposed 
by human security scholars [31]) requires more in-depth 
study and is outside the objectives of the paper.

The fourth group of studies is devoted to 
the concept of social security as attribute of 
social sphere and of system of social security 
(social protection). Amongst them are works by 
T.Ye. Beydina, O.V. Buryanov, I.F. Hnibiden-
ko, F.M. Kolot, V.I. Lykov, O. Novikova, 
V.S. Plotnikov, H.I. Osadchaya, V.V. Rogovoy, 
V.D. Roik, V.V. Serebryannikov, M.Yu. Shvet-
sov, R.H. Yanovskiy, etc. [32-39]

Taking into account all these concepts, para-
digms and scientific approaches I choose struc-
tural functionalism and neofunctionalism rep-
resented in works by T. Parsons and R. Merton, 
as well as that by J. Alexander, R. Bales, S. Ei-
senstadt, N. Luhmann, E. Shils, N. Smelser. 
[see, for instance, 40-51]

Also, general sociological research present-
ed by works of Ukrainian and Russian sociolo-
gists of vital methodology importance for this 
study. The focus of their research is a nature, 
structure and functions of culture, social insti-
tutions, technologies, sense-making, which is 
crucial for understanding of essential, institu-
tional and stratified determinants of social se-
curity [for instance, 52-65].

Social security is a variety of social status 
and social process in which society as integral 
unit and its main subsystems are balanced (or 
trying to become balanced) from the point of 
view of their structural and functional signif-
icance against the society as integral unit and 
against each other (subsystems). That is why 
my working definition reflects the idea that any 
structural or functional excessiveness as well as 
deficiency, which can be observed in any quanti-
tative increase/decline of activity of any social 
subsystem or expansion of its functions beyond 
its subsystem boundaries will act as indicators 
of social danger in a number of deviations. The 
latter can be linked to politics and law (etatisa-
tion, corruption), economy (stagnation, infla-
tion, consumer’s deficit), morals (moral ano-
my), ideology (ideological anomy, ideological 
monopolisation), as well as environment which 
surrounds social medium and can be a source of 
ecological disasters.

As opposed to the above statement the au-
thor’s understanding of social danger lies in so-
cio systematic or subsystematic status of devia-
tion, which destroys structural functional har-
mony of the society in separate units of social 
environment by breaking up semantic, regula-
tory, reproductive and transmission activity of 
the frame of society (or its parts or social sub-
systems) against the frame of society or envi-
ronment. 

By referring to T. Parsons who studied blocks 
of adaptation, goal achieving, latency and in-
tegration in a social system structure and to ap-
proach by R. Merton on the same subject, basing 
on A. Hurevitch’s [66] system analysis method-
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ology, as well as on Y. Romanenko’s [67] fractal 
socioanalysis theory, it’s proposed in the paper to 
extend it (social system’ structure) by adding four 
more social subsystems which produce respec-
tively four functions, such as semantic (meaning-
orientation and meaning-producing), regulatory, 
reproductive and transmission ones to it.

While formulating main theoretical points 
of social security, it is important to have respect 
to the results achieved by Ukrainian and Rus-
sian researchers in the fields of legal studies, 
public administration, economics, philosophy, 
political science: V.A. Bachinin, I.P. Bayrak, 
I.F. Binko, L.N. Chikinova, S.I. Holovaschenko, 
O.V. Hrabovskyy, V.H. Kremen, S.A. Panarin, 
D.I. Polyvyannyy, N.N. Rybalkin, H.P. Sytnyk, 
N.Ye. Yatsenko, V.K. Zbarskyy, etc. [see, for ex-
ample, 68-73]. Most of them suggest that a defi-
nition of social security should be of legal nature; 
however referring to this can be quite beneficial 
for sociology from a scientific point of view.

Since Parson’s definition of the social sys-
tem states that it acts as part of a wider system 
of action (smaller parts include the cultural sys-
tem, the personality system and the system of 
the organism), it allows us to interpret the four 
subsystems according to their individual func-
tions. To enable a system of action to survive it 
must be flexible to adopt; flexible to attain its 
goal and integrity and flexible to be able to keep 
its image; in other words, it must satisfy the 
four functional imperatives.

The opposite to these functions is disadap-
tation (hypo adaptation), prevention of goal 
achieving or its loss (de-intentionalisation), 
disintegration and anomy (hyponomy as its pri-
mary phase). During their systematic perfor-
mance they become sources of a social danger, 
meanwhile realization of the four functions cor-
responds to social security.

The novelty of the approach is based on cre-
ating a structural functionalism and neofunc-
tionalism model of social security as general-
ised indicator of social homeostasis formed as 
a result of balancing functions of basic social 
institutions. In this context it is worth to talk 
more on some key statements which have been 
achieved in course of this research.

Firstly, it was applied structural function-
alism and neofunctionalism as dominant meth-
odology which allows to interpret social secu-
rity as social institution of social homeostasis’s 
controlling process and social sustainability of 
social environment. At the same time constant 
intersystem parameters of the society are kept 
intact providing dynamic response of environ-
ment, flexible restructuration and functional 
differentiation of the system. [74-77] Secondly, 
it to focus on inequivalence of various types of 
social security in providing social homeosta-
sis by means of relating them to the four types 

of social subsystems (institutions): semantic, 
regulatory, reproductive and transmission sys-
tems. The semantic subsystems i.e. religious, 
ideological and cultural ones play a vital role in 
ensuring social homeostasis. They correspond 
to value stability of the society and provide a le-
gitimate social order as a whole. 

At the same time, the ideas and values creat-
ed by above mentioned institutions are initially 
implemented through subsystems of socializa-
tion and communication (transmission) and 
then undergo their secondary implementation 
on the level of social action with the help of reg-
ulatory social institutions (politics, law). The fi-
nal point of social security is social homeostasis 
of the lowest level of a social order (institutes of 
economy and family).

It’s fruitful to analyze social security as in-
dependent institutional component within the 
boundaries of two basic (maps) models of the so-
cial world: systematic and stochastic. Evidence 
supports that social security as institution of 
social homeostasis’ control process depends on 
social actors who receive leading parts in cre-
ating social reality throughout history. When 
we say about a definition of social security in 
the context of a systematic map of the social 
world, it’s seems to me, that such a map corre-
sponds to a modern paradigm of a sociological 
theory, main feature of which is social security 
as changing factor ensuring to its integrity and 
not its destruction.

Maintaining of social security in a modern 
paradigm of a sociological theory mainly de-
pends on presence of influential integral insti-
tutions and actors contributing to integrity of 
societal systems. And focus on the order and 
stability, and vectors of social security trans-
formation in the context of its institutional sup-
port as well turns into final research on social 
security in this paradigm.

As to social security in relation to a stochastic 
map of the social world, from my point of view, 
latter corresponds to a postmodern paradigm of 
a sociological theory, main characteristic feature 
of which is perception of social security as part 
of polycentric social reality, which in its turn is 
interpreted as something relative, something like 
space of fluctuations’, configurations’ and paths’ 
genesis. This enable to interpret social homeosta-
sis as artificial harmony. [78]

Stochastic and postmodern paradigms in so-
cial security research i.e. interpretive or verste-
hende sociology, symbolic interaction, phenom-
enology, ethnomethodology as well known are 
focused on micro issues of people’s interaction, 
interpersonal communication, behaviour and 
motivation, but also they paying little attention 
to evaluative criteria of social security.

Another issue which is thought-provoking 
(and important) to analyze is the basic social se-
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curity function. To my opinion, we are to pro-
ceed from the fact that any social organization 
has its own boundaries of space and time which 
are determined by its economics, politics, cul-
ture, ideology, education and other social insti-
tutions and so a basic social security function 
of the society is maintenance of social environ-
ment and prediction of social time.

Social danger and threat as dysfunction are 
also those issues which it’s necessary to pay 
more attention to. Applying a structural-activi-
ty approach we can find that such a dysfunction 
is equal to disruption of stability and rhythmi-
cal process of a certain activity. However, it’s 
important to mention the fact that stability or 
a rhythmical process can fluctuate to increase 
its function (hyper function), which means an 
increased activity of a formation (construction) 
or a system (subsystem). This can be caused by 
reaction to increased intensity of external fac-
tors or by adaptive reaction to extreme (destruc-
tive) circumstances. Another fluctuation can be 
a hypo function, an inadequate activity of a for-
mation (construction) or a system (subsystem) 
which causes basic life and security disruption.

To my opinion, we have to understand social 
security as stability of the society in which a 
societal system retains its integrity as well as 
its ability to self-development in spite of nega-
tive external and internal challenges (factors). 
In this context one can apply structural func-
tionalism and neofunctional approach to social 
homeostasis as social system condition linked to 
institutional maintenance of its stability with 
social security acting as regime of social subsys-
tems’ optimal functioning, the regime contrib-
uting to maintenance of social order legitimacy. 
And the effectiveness of a social security sys-
tem is recorded in a stability coefficient which 
reflects correlation of a number of factors the 
object is capable of coping with to a number of 
factors the object fails to cope with [79, p.111].

If we look at social security in the context 
of system dimension we have to take into ac-
count that it is based on two approaches. Vari-
ous types of danger such as economical, demo-
graphical, political, etc. fall into the first one. 
The other approach focuses on hierarchy and 
subordination between various types of dan-
ger. In any particular case of the social system 
we can question the priority of a certain type of 
security. For instance, where should we start 
when it comes to demographical issues in the so-
ciety? Should we revise youth families’ benefit 
system, start promoting a healthy life style or 
improving employment practice? The answer to 
this question can be obtained as a result of anal-
ysis of leading structural and functional social 
subsystems forming peculiar subordinated and 
hierarchy based constellations which can be spe-
cific for every kind of social system.

Various kinds of social systems have been stud-
ied in available references [42;66;75;77;78;80-
85]. Some of them are: formational (primitive 
communal, slave-owning, feudal, capitalist and 
socialist); civilisational (Anglo-Saxon, Europe-
an, Euro-Asian, Far East Asian (Confucian-Tao-
ist), Mid-East Asian (Arabian-Muslim and Jew-
ish), Indo-Buddhist)); typology of development 
phases (preindustrial, industrial, post-industri-
al society). Based on the above classification it’s 
possible to point out specific constellations for 
every kind of social system focusing on peculi-
arities of strategic subsystems of the society and 
leading to them security sphere together with 
subordinate subsystems and relevant  (subordi-
nate) types of security.

If we look on social security in the context of 
functional approach we can say that a leading sub-
system represented by a relevant institution forms 
a core of social homeostasis’ control, on which a 
relevant type of society social stratification is 
based. The type of stratification and linked to it 
its leading social subsystem determines regime of 
social security and social technologies necessary 
for its maintenance. Moreover, the three types 
of stratification correspond to four basic types of 
regime of establishing and maintenance of social 
security, i.e. repressive, corporative, societal-
etatistic and information-communicational.

From my point of view, the more primitive a 
social structure is the more external force fac-
tors are present. In this case, force factors act 
as main social technology of ensuring security 
with military and political institutions playing 
a leading role in the society. Social homeostasis 
formed within the boundaries of a caste ridden 
society and its security level look very unstable 
because its leading social party has to spend a 
great amount of resources to keep various social 
groups within their physical boundaries. On the 
other hand, constant decline of a security level 
is caused by constant lack of universal socio-
normative systems which could protect the so-
ciety from excessive repression. The described 
above regime of ensuring social security in the 
society with military and political institutions 
dominant involvement is called repressive.

As state powers evolve especially during the 
period of mature feudalism and absolute monar-
chy with relevant estate systems of the society, 
the repressive regime is taken over by a corpora-
tive regime of social security, when social security 
does not only spread on parties of military social 
institutions but on other social groups. Appropri-
ate social security is guaranteed to these groups 
as long as they do not cross their function bounda-
ries. Growth of the corporative security regime is 
mainly referred to growth of law as social institu-
tion and to transition of the society from a pote-
starian to corporate model of legal regulation. 
The latter creates conditions for ensuring social 
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homeostasis through the system of privileges and 
politico-legal immunity for its feudal elite.

In a bourgeois society with its market econ-
omy, democracy and constitutionalism a new 
type of social stratification (a class social strati-
fication) is formed. A class state with a societal-
etatistic regime of social security corresponds to 
this stratification. This regime of ensuring so-
cial security is stand by a civil society and abil-
ity to have a social dialogue in conflict situations 
caused by various dysfunctions of social insti-
tutions. On the other hand, during this regime 
social security is ensured not only by repressive 
parties but by a civil society. A key function of 
such a society becomes social control over the 
state in which political parties, non-government 
organizations; pressure groups and local commu-
nities play a leading role. All participating par-
ties receive carte blanch to react in time to any 
kind of threat (political, economic, ecological, in-
formational, psychological) with the state itself 
dealing with any military threat and breach of 
territorial security. Also the state keeps the right 
to take necessary security measures in extraor-
dinary circumstances (ecological and man-made 
disasters, terrorist acts, etc); in other words, its 
role is reduced to minimise risks when security 
environment is being formed.

The analysis of theoretical and methodologi-
cal research of security in social sciences and 
humanities gives us the following results.

Firstly, the comparative analysis of leading 
political-philosophical, socio-philosophical, so-
cio-ecological, etc. concepts of security over the 
period of modern and postmodern time throws 
light on fluctuations of vectors of a definition 
of social security in the context of nature of 
power as regulating force of a social system.

Secondly, a definition of security in scien-
tific and philosophical discourse can be only 
revealed within person security, group security 
and social security as a whole. On one hand, they 
act as split-level types of security, on the other 
hand, they are perceived as complementary and 
interdependent ones.

Thirdly, the concept of security is revealed 
through processes of globalisation which are ac-
companied by crashes of nation state identifica-
tions and civilization crises as well showing the ne-
cessity of handling security issues within the com-
plex analysis of its various types (ecological, eco-
nomical, informational, military, political, etc). It 
also makes us accept security as universal concept 
within the scope of social and cultural systems and 
persons as their micro-level representatives.

In a social and humanities discourse the con-
cept of social security can play a leading role be-
cause it is linked to social mapping of reality, 
therefore to parameters of homeostasis of a social 
system as a whole. All concepts of security in a so-
cio-humanistic discourse including its socio-phil-

osophical, politically-legal and religious–soterio-
logical branches, can be divided into three groups: 
a) power centred (with a focus on power), b) person 
centred (with a focus on persons), c) environment 
centred (with a focus on factors of environment).

As was mentioned above the elucidation of the 
nature and role of security in a contemporary so-
cial life leads to analysing of its concept antith-
esis which means social danger. Any danger is 
viewed as an opportunity of negative influence 
of the events, conditions and processes on the 
social «body» and its «organs» (subsystems). As 
a result of it the society can suffer losses which 
will not only damage its state, but also will con-
tribute to redirection of its development towards 
dysfunctionalism (dysfunction condition) (char-
acter, speed, forms, etc). If security means func-
tionalism and, therefore, functional status of a 
relevant social institution, then danger means 
dysfunctionalism, i.e. hypo functional or non-
functional status of a social institution, a social 
subsystem or a society as a whole.

A non-functional status of a social institution 
(social subsystem, society) emerges when a social 
institution (subsystem, society as a whole) fails to 
meet certain demands as a result of a conflict be-
tween socio-normative basis of these demands and 
real demands or as a result of decline of resource 
potential of a social institution itself caused by 
some social or environmental processes.

There is enough evidence to allow us to talk 
about security of the society, security of its 
subsystems and social institutions when the 
latter fulfil their functions; and social danger 
when the latter does not fulfil their functions or 
over-fulfil them. Condition of security and its 
dominance determines security as attribute of a 
stable social system and functional institutions 
and subsystems as well. At the same time, con-
dition of danger determines danger as attribute 
of a non-stable (chaotic) social system and non 
functional (hypo functional) social institutions 
and social subsystems. Since social security is 
formed as complex process of protection of fun-
damental necessities related to relevant func-
tions of social institutions, we would like to ana-
lyse the latter in the context of their functions, 
hypo functions and dysfunctions.

From a technological point of view one can 
study social security in the context of a social pol-
icy and a social state as institutions ensuring and 
guaranteeing social homeostasis. A social policy 
acts as a key factor in social function implement-
ed by a social state because roots of latter go back 
to a social policy. Hence, it makes sense to state 
that a social state is an instrument of social policy 
implementation to manage social sphere of the so-
ciety, to meet material and socio-cultural necessi-
ties of its members, to regulate processes of social 
differentiation of the society, including incomes 
of active population and unemployed, disability 
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citizens. It allows every member of the society 
to fulfil their most important socio-economical 
rights, and first of all, their right to have a qual-
ity life so necessary for normal reproduction and 
development of a person.

Macro blocks of a social policy are social 
equalisation, levelling (distribution and re-
distribution) and social protection. Social pro-
tection is an important instrument of a social 
policy of a social state. It includes a social insur-
ance (often is used identically to social security) 
covering individuals and their families in case 
of risks and unpredictable circumstances (ill-
ness, unemployment, injuries, etc); social ben-
efits for people with low income, big families, 
victims of force major situations, refugees, etc; 
financial help for first time property buyers or 
scholarships for students, etc.

A peculiarity of a social policy is that it is impor-
tant for its final results to reach every social party 
(subject). According to this a micro level turns out 
to be a main link of implementation of social policy 
measures. In a social state initiative groups of local 
communities are responsible for this. Implementa-
tion of social function is directly linked to an eco-
nomical policy of the state which is one of the basic 
mechanisms of a social state’ function.

Everybody’s welfare as essential rule of a so-
cial state depends on how high its economical level 
is. It guarantees a minimum cost of living for its 
citizens. That is why a key social function in a so-
cial state is to create a solid economical founda-
tion. According to existing world’s models, the 
most effective one is the so called socio-oriented 
market economy. Market mechanisms provide 
economical effectiveness; and the state is respon-
sible for social distribution of market economy 
results through taxation, banking and budgeting.

An economical policy of a social state involves 
the following features: strengthening of market 
transformation of a nation; creating of a relevant 
regulatory and legal framework and infrastruc-
ture; promoting equal development and coopera-
tion between state and private sectors of economy 
(no discounts or privileges); encouraging of a char-
ity activity. An economical policy of social society 
must be able to combine measures of state regula-
tion and competition as well as development of in-
dividuals’ initiative to provide their own welfare.

Along with that, a life in a social rule-of-law 
state gets disrupted by a number of challenges 
and threats to social security. They require spe-
cial counterprograms on behalf of a civil society 
to influence the state, which is done by providing 
public control over government organizations, 
authorities as a whole; by supervising an admin-
istrative apparatus by a representative body; by 
involving non government organizations in law 
making; by creating special conditions for vari-
ous social groups to participate in decision mak-
ing with regards to social security. Apart from 

that, it is vital for a civil society to get involved 
in creating of concepts of security of its nation-
state, creating of science based social policy of 
the state by attracting nongovernment founda-
tions, scientific research centres, think tanks, 
whose mission is to research and analyse the sta-
tus of social security of the country and to ad-
vise on best ways to improve it.

Thereby, a contemporary social state’s activ-
ity in the context of social security should be 
interpreted as a system unity of two intercon-
nected and complementing each other direc-
tions such as social development and social pro-
tection. Theoretical assumption of the concept 
of protective function of a social policy should 
be based on a socially acceptable quality of life 
and adjustment of its guarantees according to 
its social standards and norms.

So, as was emphasized in the paper the au-
thor offers an attempt of construction of struc-
tural-functional model of social security as an 
indicator of generalized social homeostasis, cre-
ated as a result of balancing the functions of ba-
sic social institutions. First, the author applied 
structural functionalism and neofunctionalism 
as dominant methodology for interpretation of 
social security as a social institution to control 
homeostasis and social sustainability of the so-
cial environment while maintaining constancy 
intra-system parameters, provided that the 
dynamic response of the medium, flexible and 
functional differentiation restructuration of a 
system. Second, it was talked about inequiva-
lence of different types of social security in 
providing social homeostasis by their correla-
tion with the four types of social subsystems 
(institutions): semantic, reproductive, regula-
tory and transmission. It was underlined that 
the primary role in ensuring social homeostasis 
play a meaning- (religious, ideological, cultur-
al) subsystem, which are corresponded to the 
society’ values stabilization and to ensure the 
legitimacy of the social order as a whole.

It was proposed to understand the system of 
social security in the logic of the social world map 
also. It was displayed that the system map of the 
social world meets modernist paradigm of so-
ciological theorizing, which is characteristic for 
the consideration of social security as a factor of 
change that promotes social cohesion, rather than 
its decay. At the same time, these institutions’ 
created entities meanings and values which are 
implemented primarily through socialization and 
communication (transmission) subsystems and 
are subject to secondary consolidation at the level 
of social action through regulatory social institu-
tions (politics, law). And the final link of social se-
curity is to ensure homeostasis lowest level of so-
cial order (institutes of economics and the family).

Further analysis of the social security of so-
ciety (in case of Ukraine) not only as theoretic 
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concept but also as social problem even more 
urgent, because it is exposed to severe stress 
during the reform process. As a result, one can 
see significantly expand the range and variety 
of internal and external challenges and threats 
to the person, society, state, etc. Experiencing 
a crisis of governance, the degradation of the 
economy, antagonizing the social structure, an 
acute decline in the quality of life of people to 
create an extensive source of tension in society.

Relevance of the work is also due to the con-
servation and, in some cases, increasing the risk 
for Ukrainian society trends of socio-, economic 
and political development: mainly raw nature of 

production and exports; extremely high level of 
corruption, problematic return of old and new 
growth of external debt; instability of political 
power; as well as destruction of traditional val-
ues; acute social inequality of society; low quality 
of life; criminalization of society; separatism, etc.

But it seems that also no less important is the 
following: the lack of contemporary Ukrainian so-
ciety stable social protection of the vital interests 
of a large part of society is due not only multifac-
torial and complex nature of emerging threats and 
challenges, but also by the nature of the subjects 
of social security, particularly their perception of 
these challenges and threats in key spheres of life.
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